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I. Course Description 
 
This course will provide students with knowledge of the United States Government that will 
enable them to participate effectively in civic life in America. Students will examine 
fundamental constitutional principles; the organization of government at the federal level; the 
rights and responsibilities of citizenship; the policy-making process; political parties and 
elections; foreign policy. 
 
II. Objectives 
 
At the end of the course, the students will: 
 
1.  Have a broad knowledge of the facts, concepts and theories pertaining to U.S.  
     Government and politics. 
2.  Define the key terms of basic economic as applied to U.S. Government and Politics 
3.  Understand the typical patterns of political processes and behavior and their  
     Consequences 
4.  Analyze and interpret data and relationships in U.S. Government and Politics 
5.  Analyze and interpret, in writing, specific topics in U.S. Government and Politics 
6.  Identify and describe key cultural and social system across each time period covered 
7.  Locate and describe the principal national and/or international connections that  
     Developed across each of the time periods covered. 
8.  Discuss the issue of periodization in history with a direct focus on U.S. government  
     And politics. 
9.  Describe and explain political revolution and independence movements, and new  
     Political ideas as they apply to the United States and government in the U.S. 
10 Describe and explain the key demographic and environmental changes that have  
     Taken place in each of the time periods covered as they apply to U. S. government 
      And politics 
11 Explain new forces of revolution and other sources of political innovations in the U. S. 
12 Discuss the impact of major global economic developments on the United States. 
13. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using units of analysis in the  
      Twentieth century, and beyond, such as nation, the world, the west. 
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III. Materials 
  
 A. Text 
  Magruder’s American Government (12th Edition) by William A. McClenaghan 
  Krugman’s Macroeconomics for AP by Margaret Ray and David Anderson 
  Economics by Example  by David Anderson 
 
 B. Supplemental Materials (school-supplied) 
       
  1. Various articles taken from magazines, journals and professional journals 
  2. Election activities 
  3. pod casts  
 
 C. Student-supplied Materials 
 
  1. One or two three-ring binder or similar OPTIONAL 
  2. One spiral notebook to use for class notes 
  3. Three of four packages of 3X5 note cards for making flashcards OPTIONAL 
 
IV. Assignments 
 

1. Written work is due at the beginning of class, so do not plan to finish it during class. LATE 
work will not be accepted unless you have an excused absence. If you miss class because 
you are being dismissed early, then it is your responsibility to give me the assignment before 
you leave. If you miss class because you are late to school, then it is your responsibility to 
give it to me before the end of the day. 
 

2. Assignment due dates will be listed on a calendar you will know well in advance when an 
assignment is due so plan accordingly. 

 
3. Assignments are to be handwritten, unless otherwise specified, on white lined paper with 

your name, date and class period in the upper right corner. Use blue or black ink. 
 

B.  Test and Quizzes 

 
1. Test dates will be listed on the calendar. Quizzes may or may not be announced 

 
2. Test may be made up only if you have an excused absence. Make-up tests are given at a 

date and time of my choosing, but within a week of the original test date. 

 
3. You will be excused by me from taking a scheduled test if you have been absence two or 

more consecutive days before the test. Cutting class, late to school, early dismissals do not 
count as an absence from school. Excused absences from school will be allowed an equal 
number of days in which to make up work assigned in class. 

 
4. Make-up reading quizzes will be given but they will be a different quiz than the original and 

more difficult. 
 



Students will have some type of assignment for this class each week; it may be working on a reading 
assignment, reviewing for a test, or a more formal assignment.  
 
NOTE: Late work is not accepted. The only way that a student may receive credit for late work is through 
an excused absent from school or activity. 

 
VI  Grading 
 

A. Grade Scale  100-90 A, 89-80 B, 79-70 C, 69-60 D, below a 60 F 
 
1. Your grade for the quarter and semester will be done on a percentage  

 
2. Marking period grades in the course will be based on a points scale. 

 
B. General Grade Definitions 

 
A= Strong scholarship, work significantly exceeds the requirements of the instructor, and 
demonstrates independent thought and resourcefulness. Work is neat, organized, and free 
from spelling errors and on time. Work shows significant increase development of the 
student, and the work, if shared, enhances the group’s learning. An A shows the student can 
score a 4 or 5 on the AP exam. 
 
B= Accurate and complete scholarship that goes beyond the requirements of the instructor, 
and demonstrates above-average achievement. Work is neat, organized, and free from 
spelling errors and on time. Work shows some increased development of the student, and 
the work, if shared, is beneficial to the group’s learning. A B shows the student can score a 3 
on the AP exam. 
 
C= Scholarship meets the minimum requirements of the instructor, and demonstrates little 
independent thought or may simply parrot the text. Work is neat, but may not be well 
organized and may contain spelling errors. Work shows little increased development of the 
student, if any. The work, if shared, is marginally beneficial to the group’s learning. A C 
shows the student can score a 2 or 3 on the AP exam. 
 
D= Scholarship does not meet the requirements of the instructor, and demonstrates no 
independent thought and may be copied from another source, or paraphrased. Work may 
not be neatly done and well organized. The work may contain many spelling errors, and may 
be late. Work shows no evidence of increasing the development of the student. The work, if 
shared, has little, or no, benefit for the group’s learning. A D shows the student can score a 
1 or 2 on the AP exam. 
 
F= Scholarship does not meet the minimum requirements of the instructor or the 
assignment. The work shows no evidence of independent thought, was copied from another 
source, or was paraphrased. The work may be late, or not turned in at all. If turned in, the 
work may not be neat, may contain spelling errors, and may be incomplete. If shared, the 
work is not beneficial to the group’s learning. An F shows the student can score a 1 on the 
AP exam. 
 



 
*Any student found plagiarizing or copying another students work will be given an F on    
  the assignment and given a referral for cheating. 
 
*Any student allowing another to copy their work will also receive and F on the     
  assignment and be given a referral for cheating. 
 
*Students should not ask to go to another class during instruction time this includes the  
  career lab you are to take care of your scholarship, and college applications on your  
  own time. 

 

 
 


